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Ham radio spectrum analyzer software free

Home: Spectrum Analyzer The most popular audio spectrum analyzer - OscilloMeter audio spectrum analyzer for real-time, FFT, ososkov, frequency counter, boltmeter, noise and distortion meter, phase shift meter. Multi-tone drinking wave sweep generator. White, pink noise. Zelscope Zelscope is a Windows software that converts a PC into a dual-trace
storage oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer. Use your computer's sound card as an analog-digital converter to provide a real-time waveform or signal spectrum that can be music, voice, or output of electronic circuits. Spectrogram shareware dual-channel audio spectrum analyzers for Windows 2000/XP can provide a real-time scroll time frequency display or
spectral analyzer scope display for all sound sources connected to the sound card. Available for MTHELL, QRSS and DFCW by R S Horne Spectrum Lab DL4YHF's Audio Spectrum Analyzer Spectrum Lab or Speclab. It can be used to analyze audio from MTHELL QRSS, DFCW, PSK, MSK, Castle Audio Spectrum Analyzer 10Hz to 20 kHz. Input from
microphone or wave file, variable sample speed (8000 Hz, 11025 Hz, 22050 Hz, 44100 Hz) variable conversion size (1k, 2k, 4k, 8k) upper and lower adjustment sequential, average, peak hold HamAlyzer is a spectral analyzer made just for ham, easily called character image, save image for image. HamAlyzer no longer seems to be supported, here is the 2.8
trial version available. Download The Hamarizer Cobracom Oscilloscope, Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer, Impedance Meter, RLC Bridge and Window Signal Generator. A Windows application that converts your PC into a powerful dual-trace signal analyzer (oscilloscope, FFT, etc.). Use pc sound cards as analog-to-digital converters to digitize input
waveforms and use them as digital-analog converters for signal generators. True 24-bit adc/dac 48K/96k/192k sampes/sec. Sound card audio tools and toys sound card audio tools and toys, experimental ideas and utilities. Audio kit is a collection of four iPhone applications that are essential for those working in audio and sound - signal generator, frequency
counter/instrument tuner, real-time spectrum analyzer audio kit for iPhone. Real-time spectrum analyzers, ranges for displaying waveforms, SPL meters, and sine wave signal generators. [ Views: 4048 | Votes: 4 | Rating: 5.5] Audio Spectrum Analyzer Pop - Analyzing audio from 10Hz to 20kHz, Input of microphone or wave file, variable sample rate (8000Hz,
11025Hz, 22050Hz, 44100Hz) variable conversion size (1k, 2k, 4k, 8k) and adjustable consecutive hits with lower limit, average 29 [peak] votes: 53 | Rating: 3.87 > Audio Spectrum Analyzer - Oscillometer Pop - Real-Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer, FFT, Oscilloscope, Counters, boltmeters, noise and distortion meters, phase shift meters. Multi-tone drinking
wave sweep generator. White, pink noise. [ Views: 88716 | Votes: 325 | Rating: 6.2] AudioXplorer - AudioXplorer is a sound analyzer software designed for Mac OSX that provides a real-time analysis window to visualize sound spectrum and sonograms[ Views: 413 | Votes: 1 | Rating: 9] Axis Spectrum Analyzer - Axis Spectrum Analyzer allows you to enter
into macromedia flash movies in a way that is easy to record and integrate audio with stirring 31-band spectrum analyzer readings from all audio sources. The software can also be used to display customized visuals and real-time audio from video devices such as projectors, TVs [ Views: 11180 | Votes: 5 | Rating: 4.2 ] Bodlin Signal Analyzer - Linux-based
FFT spectrum analyzer designed for time frequency browsing and scientific data visualization. Oscilloscope waveforms, statistical histograms, accumulated spectral tracking, weak signal reception, continuous data logging, FFT analyzers and special measurement windows. [ Views: 12159 | Votes: 32 | Rating: 8.85 _ Cobracom - Oscilloscope, Real-Time
Spectroscope, Impedance Meter, RLC Bridge and Signal Generator for Windows. A Windows application that converts your PC into a powerful dual-trace signal analyzer (oscilloscope, FFT, etc.). Use pc sound cards as analog-to-digital converters to digitize input waveforms and use them as digital-analog converters for signal generators. True 24-bit adc/dac
48K/96k/192k sampear/sec. [ Views: 2099 | Votes: 13 | Rating: 6.23 ] EIS Spectrum Analyzer - EIS Spectrum Analyzer - Freeware Program for Impedance Spectral Analysis and Simulation [ Views: 5235 | Votes: 6 | Rating: 6 | Grade: 3 | Fatpigdog Real-Time Analysis of The Real-Time FFT Spectrum Audio Analyzer . The user interface has the look and feel of
the HP spectrum analyzer. However, in addition to regular spectral plots, it also produces detailed waterfall plots. Users can optimize color maps by choking on a variety of color themes. The analyzer supports multiple traces, tracking arithmetic, and normalization. [ Views: 3998 | Votes: 5 | Rating: 8.2] FFT Explorer - A free (GPL) Linux (Xwindows GUI based)
utility that allows you to perform spectrum analysis of real-time data from sound cards or other sources and analyze the spectrum of various sound file types. In addition, linux's named pipe feature allows you to accept data from many kinds of applications in plain text form [Views: 1070 | Votes: 7 | Rating: 5.43 ] Freq 51 - Program samples inputs, performs
FFT, and analyzes output views [ 9965 | Votes: 9 | Rating: 2.11] Frequency Response Plotter - Draws static response time of the system. Originally intended for testing loudspeakers, it's also a great tool for looking at microphone equalization. [ Views: 889 | Votes: 3 | Rating: 9 ] HamAlyzer Pop - HamAlyzer is a spectrum analyzer created for ham, save plot
images easily for emails, There is a currency symbol. HamAlyzer no longer seems to be supported, here is the 2.8 trial version available. Download Hamaiser [ Views: 26307 | Votes: 51 | Rating: 7.26 [ Linrad - Multi Platoform Freeware DSP Software. Linrad has the origin of the software developed for the 144 MHz EME CW, but it is very common and should
look more like a kit for designing a receiver for a particular application. It can be used as a CW receiver with a fast waterfall graph with small time delays. DSp for existing receivers to invade signal readability, spectral analyzers. [ Views: 9556 | Votes: 16 | Rating: 8.01] Mac Scope - Mac Scope is a professional quality signal analyzer, 1/3 octave RTA, signal
generator, etc. [ Views: 691 | Votes: 0 | Rating: 0 ] MDS Spectrum Analyzer - Wireless Monitoring, Software for Wireless Spectrum Analysis. MDS is designed for real-time radio spectrum analysis. Perform real-time activity analysis, signal search, and collect spectral data for post-analysis. [ Views: 3171 | Votes: 8 | Rating: 6.88] Noise meter software for
G8KBB's noise meter tool that uses pc sound cards to measure noise and calculate noise readings through calibrated noise sources. [ Views: 617 | Votes: 0 | Rating: 0 _ PicoScope - Pico Technology has developed a wide range of professional PC-based instruments that provide all the features of traditional test equipment (DSO - digital storage
oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, meters), and many features that are not common in this price range. Available functios are oscilloscopes, spectral analyzers, XY ranges, meters and measurements [ Views: 13216 | Votes: 8 | Rating: 8 . The app uses periodic, minimum square proni, bugs, couss, music and other methods. To estimate the short time
spectrum distribution, the app uses short-time forere conversion, pseudo-wigner-bill conversion, minimally squared proni, bug, conscription, music and other methods. [ Views: 823 | Votes: 3 | Rating: 10] RightMark - RightMark Audio Analyzer [ Views: 4001 | Votes: 3 | Rating: 5.33 ≤ RMAA - Right-mark Audio Analyzer is a family designed to test the quality of
all audio devices, including sound cards, MP3 players, consumer CD/DVD players, or radios. [ Hits: 412 | Votes: 0 | Rating: 0 | S Meter Light Software - S Meter Light is a free program to display the meter signal intensity of the receiver in the window by W8WWV [Hits: 675 | Votes: 3 | Rating: 2.33 ] Scan*Star - Radio Monitoring and Analysis Tool. Scanning,
search, spectral analysis and traffic analysis. Amateur, Industrial and Government, [Hits: 10339 | Votes: 9 | Rating: 7.11] Signal Analyzer - Signal Analyzer is a program designed for very qualitative analysis of different signals. One of the main areas of SA applications is unknown or analysis Strange signal. The program will be very useful for everyone from
professional analysts to amateurs. [ Views: 4903 | Votes: 5 | Rating: 9.8] Signal Analyzer - Signal Analyzer is a program designed for a very qualitative analysis of other signals. The main area of the SA application is the analysis of unknown, unclear, and strange signals. [ Views: 4074 | Votes: 8 | Rating: 6.75] SIGVIEW Spectrum Analyzer - Complete real-
time signal analysis software with powerful FFT spectrum analysis tools, statistical features and comprehensive visualization systems. [ Views: 11372 | Votes: 10 | Rating: 7.6 ] Sonograph Spektrum Analyzer - Sonogram is a highly flexible audio spectrum analyzer for analyzing sound, music and voice signals in frequency domains using different algorithms. [
Hits: 612 | Votes: 0 | Rating: 0] Sound card audio tools and toys - sound card audio tools and toys, experimental ideas and utilities. Signal generators, frequency counters/ instrument tuners, Real-time spectrum analyzer [ hits: 14212 | Votes: 16 | Rating: 7.75 ] Spectral - Range 0 - 2500 Hz Accurate spectrum analyzer, makes accurate FFT analysis of audio
signals coming from sound card [ Hits: 12739 | Votes: 9 Ratings: 6.44] Spectrum - SpectrumScope is a simple interface that allows the computer to view up to two wave types in a domain domain at a time or frequency. The program is a Windows soft panel that works as a dual-channel oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer. Usage frequency is 20 to 10,000 Hz
in the time domain and 20 to 20,000 in the frequency domain. The program uses a computer sound card to capture audio input. [ Views: 10708 | Votes: 3 | Rating: 7 ] Spectrogram Pop - Shareware dual-channel audio spectrum analyzer for Windows 2000/XP that can provide a real-time scroll-time frequency display or spectral analyzer scope display for all
sound sources connected to the sound card. Available for MTHELL, QRSS and DFCW by R S Horn [ Hits: 49124 | Votes: 24 | Rating: 6.34] Spectrum Analyzer Pro - Spectrum Analyzer Pro is a commercial application that turns computers into the latest spectrum analyzers. This provides features that go far beyond the possibilities of stand-alone hardware
devices. Running in the latest Windows version available in trial mode [ Views: 906 | Votes: 2 | Rating: 10] Spectrum Analyzer Real-Time FFT - 8-channel audio spectrum analyzer is a set of real-time multi-channel gauges to examine the data allowed in the Desired ADC or 16-bit, 24-bit, 24-bit and 32-bit sound card ADC. WDM driver support. FFT spectral
analysis, oscillation, frequency counter, AC/DC boltmeter, signal-to-noise ratio, signal-to-noise and distortion, dynamic range without spurious, effective bit number, total harmonic distortion, distortion between modulation, phase shift. Special mode of dual-channel FFT spectrum analysis: separate Spectrum, spectrum of digital totals, differences, products of
both signals, the spectrum of the digital product of the original signal and the spectrum of the underlying, physical and complex transmission capabilities, cross-spectrum. Measuring stand art in the spectrum according to IEC and CCIR. Oscilloscope mode (for dual-channel ADCs) is the amplitude distribution of the original signal, sum, difference, dependency
of one channel, and input signal. [Views: 11181 | Votes: 9 | Rating: 7.77 ] Spectrum Lab Pop - DL4YHF's Audio Spectrum Analyzer Spectrum Lab or Speclab started as a simple FFT program that ran in DOS a long time ago, but now it's now a professional audio analyzer, filter, frequency converter, hum filter, data logger, and more. MTHELL QRSS, DFCW,
PSK, MSK, Surname [Views: 4652 | Votes: 53 | Rating: 7.08 ] Spek - Spek displays spectroscopy to help analyze audio files. Spek supports all popular loss-free and lossless audio file formats. Spek is a free software available for Unix, Windows and Mac OS X. [ Hits: 1984 | Votes: 1 | Rating: 10] The TCUBE - TCUBE is a combination of a spectrum analyzer
and a two-tone generator with optional secondary output. It can be used to measure modulation behavior of audio circuits and provides a PC-based virtual device for electronic enthusiasts, students and professionals, including authentic sound card real-time oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, and signal generators. [ Views: 11549 | Votes: 11 | Rating: 9.27]
Zelscope Pop - Zelscope is a Windows software that converts a PC into a dual-trace storage oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer. Use your computer's sound card as an analog-digital converter to provide a real-time waveform or signal spectrum that can be music, voice, or output of electronic circuits. [ Views: 70492 | Votes: 25 | Rating: 5.09] Find more links
to The Google Custom Search Engine Search Spectrum Spectrum or Bing Bing
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